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measurements 168cm x 76 cm x 18'5cm

Enlarge possibility on the le� side

Échelle N

N gauge

switchboard for
signal lights and
stop trains

AND, IF YOU WANT, WE CAN SEND YOU ALL FINISHED WITH OR WITHOUT LANDSCAPE

switchboard for 
turnouts, lights
and programming track

MODEL TRAIN LAYOUT IN A KIT
       TO MOUNT YOURSELF

This model train N layout has been designed for to mount yourself.
You no need to solder wires neither Knowledge of electricity,
electronics, carpentry, etc. 
It will be easy if you pay a�en�on on a�ached instruc�ons.
The structure includes anchor for wooden trestle.
All wooden parts contain holes for the screws.
19 meters total length tracks, with Fleischmann Piccolo tracks.
The capacity is 3 trains running at the same �me over track lines
and more moving into sta�on tracks.
Trains run with digital system.
Accessories are controlled by switchboard.
You can buy the SETS you want and when you want.
In order to easy assembly there are not flexible tracks.
When you have finished you can will begun with landscape as
you desire.

           We offer this train layout in some parts “SETS”

SET NUM. 1   -  Wooden structure, includes wood,
screws, Fleischmann Piccolo track plan and easy instruc�ons.
SET NUM. 2  -  Fleischmann Piccolo tracks, some of
them with welded wires, nails, Faller bridge, track
reference plan, a list of track references and easy instruc�ons.
SET NUM. 3  -  Electrical switch point motors, switch board,
wires, all ready to connect and and easy instruc�ons.
All wires come with connec�on strips with screws.
SET NUM. 4  -  Digital equipment, you choose between:
Roco Mul�maus Z21 Start,  Fleischmann Z21 PROFI or LENZ 100
Also includes transformer, wooden support for digital equipment,
wires and connec�ons, everything ready to connect and easy
instruc�ons.
SET NUM. 5  -  6 signal lights, signal lights board, wires,
everything ready to connect and easy instruc�ons.
All wires come with screws connec�on strips.
SET NUM. 6  -  5 tunnel portals made of plas�c to measure 
and height. They are delivered painted and aged.
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